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Introduction 
 An array is a list of items 

 To initialize an array, we use <variable> = [<item1>, <item2>, ...] 

 To initialize an empty array, we use <variable> = [] 

  

 Counter = 0 

 Array = [0, “ciao”] 

 



Examples 
 Array of integers: numbers = [5, 9, 3, 100] 

 Array of strings: cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”] 

 Mixed array: array = [4.2, “Palermo”, 100] 



Accessing Elements in Arrays 
 The first element of an array is accessed by array[0] 

  

  



Accessing Elements in Arrays 
 The first element of an array is accessed by array[0] 

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 cities[0] = “Palermo” 

  

  



Accessing Elements in Arrays 
 The first element of an array is accessed by array[0] 

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 cities[0] 

  

 The second, third, etc. elements of the array are array[1], array[2], etc. 

  

  

  

  



Accessing Elements in Arrays 
 The first element of an array is accessed by array[0] 

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 cities[0] 

  

 The second, third, etc. elements of the array are array[1], array[2], etc. 

 cities[1] 

 cities[2] 

  

  

  

  

  



Accessing Elements in Arrays 
 The last element of an array is accessed by array[-1] 

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 cities[-1] = ? 

  

  

  

  

  



Accessing Elements in Arrays 
 The last element of an array is accessed by array[-1] 

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 cities[-1] 

  

 In this example, cities[-1] == cities[4] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Accessing Elements in Arrays 
 The last element of an array is accessed by array[-1] 

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 cities[-1] 

  

 In this example, cities[-1] == cities[4] 

  

 What about cities[5]? 

  

  

  

  

  

  



Accessing Elements in Arrays 
 The last element of an array is accessed by array[-1] 

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 cities[-1] 

  

 In this example, cities[-1] == cities[4] 

  

 What about cities[5]? 

 Error! 

  

  

  

  

  

  



Length of an Array 
 The length of an array can be computed using len(array) 



Length of an Array 
 The length of an array can be computed using len(array) 

  

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 len(cities) 



Looping Through Arrays 
 Use a for loop or while loop to loop through all items of the array 

  



Looping Through Arrays 
 Use a for loop or while loop to loop through all items of the array 

  

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 for item in cities: 

 print(item) 



Looping Through Arrays 
 Use a for loop or while loop to loop through all items of the array 

  

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 for i in range(len(cities)): 

 print(cities[i]) 



Exercise: Looping Through Arrays 
  

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

  

 Print out each item in the array using a while loop. 



Exercise: Looping Through Arrays 
  

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

  

 Print out each item in the array using a while loop. 

  

 i = 0 

 while i < len(cities): 

 print(cities[i]) 

  



Changing Items 
 Change the element at an index using array[i] = <new_value> 

  



Changing Items 
 Change the element at an index using array[i] = <new_value> 

  

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 cities[4] = ”Catania” 

  

 cities = ? 



Changing Items 
 Change the element at an index using array[i] = <new_value> 

  

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Venezia”, “Milano”] 

 cities[3] = ”Catania” 

  

 cities = [“Palermo”, “Firenze”, “Roma”, “Catania”, “Milano”] 

  



Exercise: Looping Through Arrays 
  

 Using a for loop or while loop, add 1 to each element in the array  

 arr = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10] 

  



Exercise: Looping Through Arrays 
  

 Using a for loop or while loop, add 1 to each element in the array  

 arr = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10] 

  

  

  

  

  

 Solution: arr = [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11] 

  

idx = 0  

while idx < len(arr): 

 arr[idx] += 1 

 idx += 1 

 

for idx in range(len(arr)): 

 arr[idx] += 1 

 


